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*Insert a brief background and information

about the topic. Slides depicting the perfect

world (in terms of the subject) *

1. INTRODUCTION



The humans needs our help! They are flooded with

disinformation and can not separate it from the truth. 

Humans are so helpless and can’t see the truth

Trolls are ruining our perfect world and making humans  

put money into their shady business. 

If the humans can learn to be critical, they will take more

care of them selves and the world.

The money could go into food, candy, nature and parties. 

2. WHY WE SHOULD FIGHT DISINFORMATION 



The situation is critical!

We need to:

Find and analyze Trolls’ hidden disinformation 

Help humans use social media in a better aware manner

Teach humans to recognize disinformation harmful 

+ Humans’ money can be used for candy, food, nature and

parties instead of going to Trolls!

3. GOAL & TARGETS



The best fairies team players contributing with the best ideas will get:
      to choose what to use the money for (when humans don’t waist them on Trolls) 
      will become FantasticFaires + a party for everyone!
      a trip to the most beautiful place on earth 
      to laugh at the Trolls when they fail 

Which one of these caught your attention?

Don't leave the humans to be the victims!
Don’t let the Trolls take our party-money!  
We must fight back - NOW!

4. MOTIVATION



Target group: Young humans 15 - 25 y.o.

Our mission: To debunk disinformation that the humans are

bombarded with, by *insert method*

Channels: *For example social media*

Tools: Canva, Wikipedia, Chat GPT, Open AI 

Common task: Find and analyze Trolls’ hidden disinformation

and show the humans the truth

5. TODAY’S PLAN



STEP THREE

Create content with a true
narrative that wi l l :  

counteract the Trol ls ’
work
spread awareness on
the topic

6. INSTRUCTIONS

STEP ONE 

In your groups choose a task
Analyse disinformation with:

Traffic light-method
CRAAP-test

*Ad more information if
needed*

STEP TWO

Brainstorm in your group the
ways to show humans that this
piece of disinformation is false 



THE END FOR TODAY

LET'S HELP HUMANS, LET’S STOP TROLLS!  

Each team will present the results of their

work at the end of the workday.

LET'S GET TO WORK, FELLOW FAIRIES!


